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The Alaska Bidders Preference Statute was created to ensure that the business community in 

Alaska was enhanced through participation in the fulfillment of contracts let by the State of 

Alaska. It was also put in place to give Alaskan companies the ability to compete with larger 

firms from the Lower 48 and outside of the US. It has been somewhat successful in 

accomplishing these goals. Now that the statute has been in place for several years, it is time to 

adjust the law based on input from Alaskan companies. Their suggestions for improvement 

include the following observations: 

 

 Alaskan companies not being aware of the opportunity to bid; 

 Out of state companies not including the cost of transportation in their bid; 

 Multi-nationals targeting Alaskan contracts with below market price products and or 

services; 

 Procurement officers and specialists utilizing their relationships with out of state firms to 

procure products and services; 

 Procurement officers and specialists writing targeted contract deliverables that are so 

specific that they can only be met by out of state firms; 

 The Alaskan bidders Preference Statute has no remediation system built-in; 

 The Alaskan bidders Preference Statute has no penalty system for when procurement 

personnel specify and target contracts to out of state firms. 

 

To maximize the Legislative intent of the statute, changes that remedy these deficiencies are 

warranted. The Alaska Manufacturing Extension Partnership, (AMEP) has been working with 

manufacturers across industry lines and around the state who all seek to have the Alaskan 

Bidders Preference Statute changed. These companies have all used the program, and have seen 

bids awarded to Outside companies that could have easily been fulfilled by in-state competitors.  

 

Many millions in revenue opportunities for businesses in the state have been lost due to the 

inability to properly utilize the Alaskan Bidders Preference Statute. Millions have also been lost 

to the State of Alaska due to not being able to tax the business interests due to contracts going to 

out of state firms. This must be changed. 

 

 AMEP was asked by the Department of Commerce, Community and Economic 

Development, (DCCED) to give input and review this statute in August of 2008. Changes were 

created to the statute at that time and submitted to DCCED, but we have seen no change to the 

statute. We understand that Representative Anna Fairclough has taken this issue on, and is 

seeking a change in legislation controlling this statute. AMEP applauds this attention, and wants 

to ensure that the voice of the manufacturing community is part of the decision process and has 

impact on however the final statute appears.  

 

 The yellow highlighted proposed amendments to the attached statute are based on 

information gained from DCCED clients and from input gathered from potential clients. We 

believe these amendments are a minimum level of changes needed to improve the program. 

AMEP and partner organizations would be pleased to strengthen these recommendations once 

we receive administrative and/or legislative support. 

 



AS 36.30.170. Contract Award After Bids. 

(a) Except as provided in (b) - (h) of this section, the procurement officer shall award a contract 

based on the solicited bids with reasonable promptness by written notice to the lowest 

responsible and responsive bidder whose bid conforms in all material respects to the 

requirements and criteria set out in the invitation to bid. This shall include the cost of shipping to 

destination for out of state bidders.  Procurement officer must demonstrate that multiple Alaska 

bidders were contacted and given reasonable opportunity to submit bids before awarding contract 

to out of state bidders.  If the procurement officer is unable to identify any viable Alaska bidders, 

they must document their search procedure with names of contacted entities.  Any single contract 

over $10,000 to be awarded to an out-of-state bidder must be reviewed and signed by the office 

of the Commissioner of Commerce, Community, and Economic Development or by the State of 

Alaska’s Chief Procurement Officer.  Any single contract over $100,000 to be awarded to an 

out-of-state bidder must also be reviewed by a third party review panel not associated with 

procurement organization. 

(b) The procurement officer shall award a contract based on solicited bids to the lowest 

responsive and responsible bidder after an Alaska bidder preference of ten percent and only after 

procurement officer has ensured that the solicitation was not written in a manner that may 

exclude Alaska bidders i.e,.…a contract written for a name-brand, product brand or formulation 

that can only be procured out of state when there is a suitable Alaskan substitute available, an 

Alaska products preference as described in AS 36.30.322 - 36.30.338, and a recycled products 

preference under AS 36.30.337 have been applied. In this subsection, "Alaska bidder" means a 

person who 

(1) holds a current Alaska business license; 

(2) submits a bid for goods, services, or construction under the name as appearing on the person's 

current Alaska business license; 

(3) has maintained a place of business within the state staffed by the bidder or an employee of 

the bidder for a period of one year immediately preceding the date of the bid; 

(4) is incorporated or qualified to do business under the laws of the state, is a sole proprietorship 

and the proprietor is a resident of the state, is a limited liability company organized under AS 

10.50 and all members are residents of the state, or is a partnership under AS 32.05 or AS 32.11 

and all partners are residents of the state; and 

(5) if a joint venture, is composed entirely of ventures that qualify under (1) - (4) of this 

subsection. 

(c) Except as otherwise provided under (e) or (f) of this section, if a bidder qualifies under (b) of 

this section as an Alaska bidder, is offering services through an employment program, and is the 

lowest responsible and responsive bidder with a bid that is not more than 15 percent higher than 

the lowest bid, the procurement officer shall award the contract to that bidder. This subsection 

does not give a bidder who would otherwise qualify for a preference under this subsection a 

preference over another bidder who would otherwise qualify for a preference under this 

subsection. 

(d) The procurement officer shall award an insurance-related contract based on solicited bids to 

the lowest responsive and responsible bidder after an Alaska bidder preference of five percent. In 

this subsection, "Alaska bidder" means a person who meets the criteria set out in (b)(1) - (5) of 

this section and who is an Alaska domestic insurer. 
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(e) If a bidder qualifies under (b) of this section as an Alaska bidder, is a qualifying entity, and is 

the lowest responsible and responsive bidder with a bid that is not more than 10 percent higher 

than the lowest bid, the procurement officer shall award the contract to that bidder. This 

subsection does not give a bidder who would otherwise qualify for a preference under this 

subsection a preference over another bidder who would otherwise qualify for a preference under 

this subsection or (f) of this section. In this subsection, "qualifying entity" means a 

(1) sole proprietorship owned by a person with a disability; 

(2) partnership under AS 32.05 or AS 32.11 if each of the partners is a person with a disability; 

(3) limited liability company organized under AS 10.50 if each of the members is a person with a 

disability; or 

(4) corporation that is wholly owned by individuals and each of the individuals is a person with a 

disability. 

(f) If a bidder qualifies under (b) of this section as an Alaska bidder, if 50 percent or more of the 

bidder's employees at the time the bid is submitted are persons with a disability, and if the bidder 

is the lowest responsible and responsive bidder with a bid that is not more than 10 percent higher 

than the lowest bid, the procurement officer shall award the contract to that bidder. The contract 

must contain a promise by the bidder that the percentage of the bidder's employees who are 

persons with a disability will remain at 50 percent or more during the contract term. This 

subsection does not give a bidder who would otherwise qualify for a preference under this 

subsection a preference over another bidder who would otherwise qualify for a preference under 

this subsection or (e) of this section. 

(g) The division of vocational rehabilitation in the Department of Labor and Workforce 

Development shall add to its current list of qualified employment programs a list of individuals 

who qualify as persons with a disability under (e) of this section and of persons who qualify 

under (f) of this section as employers with 50 percent or more of their employees being persons 

with disabilities. A person must be on this list at the time the bid is opened in order to qualify for 

a preference under (e) or (f) of this section. 

(h) A preference under (c), (e), or (f) of this section is in addition to any other preference for 

which the bidder qualifies, including the preference under (b) of this section; however, a bidder 

may not receive a preference under both (c) and (e), (c) and (f), or (e) and (f) of this section for 

the same contract. 

(i) This section applies to all insurance contracts involving state money. In this subsection, "state 

money" includes state grants and reimbursement to municipalities, school districts, and other 

entities. 

(j) In order to qualify for a preference under (c), (e), or (f) of this section, a bidder must add 

value by actually performing, controlling, managing, and supervising the services provided, or a 

bidder must have sold supplies of the general nature solicited to other state agencies, 

governments, or the general public. 

(k) In this section, "person with a disability" means an individual 

(1) who has a severe physical or mental disability that seriously limits one or more functional 

capacities in terms of employability; in this paragraph, "functional capacities" means mobility, 

communication, self-care, self-direction, interpersonal skills, work tolerance, or work skills; 

(2) whose physical or mental disability 

(A) results from amputation, arthritis, autism, blindness, burn injury, cancer, cerebral palsy, 

cystic fibrosis, deafness, head injury, heart disease, hemiplegia, hemophilia, respiratory or 

pulmonary dysfunction, mental retardation, mental illness, multiple sclerosis, muscular 
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dystrophy, musculo-skeletal disorders, neurological disorders, paraplegia, quadriplegia, other 

spinal cord conditions, sickle cell anemia, specific learning disability, or end stage renal disease; 

in this subparagraph, "neurological disorders" include stroke and epilepsy; or 

(B) is a disability or combination of disabilities that are not identified in (A) of this paragraph 

and that are determined on the basis of an evaluation of rehabilitation potential to cause 

substantial functional limitation comparable to a disability identified in (A) of this paragraph; 

and 

(3) whose vocational rehabilitation can be expected to require multiple vocational rehabilitation 

services over an extended period of time. 

 

(4) Failure to comply with this statute by the procurement officer may make said officer liable 

for the entire cost of contract and may lead to termination. 

 
 

 

Supported by the following Alaskan firms: 

 

Richard Faulkner, Steelfab 

Ron Gray, Continuous Printing of Alaska 

Alaska Serigraphics 

Paul Martone, AT Printing & Publishing 

Mark Stearns, Alaskan Wood Moulding 

Daryl Sobek, Insulfoam 

Ky Holland, Envision Product Design 

Hans Vogel, Triverus, LLC and Tri-Jet Precision, LLC 


